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After its birth in the 7th century, the Muslim world quickly rose to

the forefront of human civilization, and remained there during the

next four or five centuries.  But it has been in a protracted state of

decline during the last few centuries.  Under the post-9/11 spot-

light, the question, "What went wrong?" has been asked promi-

nently.  In the view of many, a major factor leading to the rise of

Islam during its expansion outside the Arabian peninsula in the

early classical period was an active practice of the humanism of

Islam. It encouraged absorption of enriching external socio-cultural

influences (e.g., Greek medicine and philosophy, Persian literature,

and Eastern mysticism) into the new religious heritage, which itself

was being elaborated in a plurality of expressions and interpre-

tations. Subsequently, a combination of increasing insistence on

heresiographic and dogmatic, rather than pluralistic, interpretatio-

ns of the faith, and resistance to successful assimilation of intel-

lectual, scientific and ideological advances forged in the West,

have contributed greatly (though not exclusively) to the decline.  

In recent years, Mawlana Hazar Imam has sought to "revitalize

that Islamic humanistic tradition," which he has referred to as "an

intimate part of Ismaili tradition," and "singularly important for the

whole Islamic Ummah" (Fed. Council, Pakistan, Dec. 1st, 1986).  He

has also guided us to use it as the context for bringing up our chil-

dren in Western society (NY Banquet Speech, 11 Nov ’86).  Indeed,

it was the following statement that formed the basis for the Aga

Khan Education Board (AKEB)’s parenting program (PIAR) :--- 

"empowerment of the parents for the optimum development of our

children, within the context of Islamic Humanism."  

Many Muslims feel that what is needed, in place of authoritarian

regimes and Islamist movements, is an appropriate opening up of

Muslim societies to tolerance of dissent, to religious, political and

cultural pluralism, and to women’s rights and civil liberties.  The

Qur’an readily supports such an ethic of equality, diversity and tol-

erance (Holy Qur’an 2:62, 5:51), which were hallmarks of Islamic

society under the Prophet (pbuh), and which have been champi-

oned also by both Imam Sultan Mohamed Shah and Mawlana

Hazar Imam.  These are important elements of Islamic Humanism

also, as we shall see.  At a more personal level, the individual

around whom the humanistic tradition is built, must be rooted in

society (environment, duniya) and guided in his actions by Islam

(heritage, din).  But unlike the Western tradition, in which state and

religion are separate, the heritage-environment balance for the

Muslim, in the West as in the East, must be based on seamless

integration of din and duniya.  This is also an important distinction

between Western (or modern) Humanism and Islamic Humanism.

Humanism aims to distinguish human from animal.  The term

"humanism" has come to acquire many meanings, with the

sharpest difference being between one class, which includes

Western/Modern/Atheistic/Secular Humanism, and another class,

which includes various forms of theistic Humanism, such as Islamic

Humanism. Western Humanism is anthropocentric (human-cen-

tered), espouses a naturalistic philosophy which rejects all super-
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“You, though yourself a part, small; whereas
in you, there is a universe, the greatest.”

- Hazrat Ali



naturalism (theism), and believes that creation, life and human

development can be fully explained by science and reason; that

man is a highly developed life form responsible, in large measure,

for his own destiny; and that morality is based on human experi-

ence only. By contrast, Islamic Humanism is strongly theocentric

(God-centered), indeed uncompromisingly monotheistic.  In it, cre-

ation and man are products of God’s Will; morality is based on

Divine Law and Divine Guidance received through the conscience;

and, human development is shaped by both man himself and God’s

Grace. 

There are, however, certain common goals in all forms of

Humanism: human welfare and the democratic ideal of humanity

as a whole; appreciation of all forms of beauty and culture, and dis-

dain for dehumanizing forces; respect for inquiry, reason and under-

standing, and strong commitment to intellectual development;

emphasis on free will, free thought and pluralism, as opposed to

dogmatism; strong commitment to moral values and ideals; and

above all, human development to the fullest poten-

tial. In this last context, where the various forms dif-

fer is in their conceptions of "human being" (hence,

human development) and "fullest potential".

In the present model,  "human being" and "fullest

potential" are defined by the Qur’anic Concept of

Man, according to which: 

(a)  man is the highest member in God’s

Creation (ashraf ul-makhlukat), made in the

nature (fitrah) of Allah (30:30), and in the best of

moulds (fi ahsani taqwim, 95:4);

(b) there is a divinely-ordained purpose of

human life, defined by a primordial Covenant

(‘Ahd, 48:10) between each individual human

being and Allah; and,

(c) man’s fullest potential is no less than to

become one with divinity itself, through attain-

ment of his supreme destiny of return to God

(2:156).

The Covenant was struck when man alone, of all members of

Creation, accepted the responsibility to be God’s khalifah (special

emissary, vicegerent, 2:30), to look after His Creation.  Thereupon,

Allah "breathed into him My Spirit" (15:29) as part of the Covenant.

This Covenant is binding upon us; it is of fundamental significance

in the relationship between man and God, and is the basis for the

present model of Islamic Humanism.  It was (is) symbolically re-

enacted in the form of bayyah (allegiance) paid by man to the

Prophet and, in Ismailism, to the Imam-e-Zaman.

A covenant is a contract between two parties, in this case,

between God and man, with specific obligations on both sides.  For

His part (see figure below), God has entrusted to man five special

gifts --- intellect (‘aql), free will (irada), speech or word (kalima ),

spirit (ruh), and divine guidance (hidayah), --- which distinguish him

from animal, make him in the nature of Allah, and which are also

the tools man must cultivate and use to fulfill his two specific

responsibilities under the Covenant (‘abd Allah and Khalifah).  To be

‘abd Allah (one who worships and completely submits to Allah) is

man’s responsibility directly to God, the primary purpose of his life,

and the basis for the esoterism of Islam, and for the talab (batini
search) of the ruh to reunite with the Universal Spirit. To be khalifah
is man’s zahiri responsibility to God’s Creation, to serve it by striv-

ing to maintain and promote moral social order in it (particularly

through alleviation of the suffering of those less fortunate, and

through righteous behavior based on the ethics of Islam), and to

protect and nurture his environment.  There is also a third element

in the Covenant: God has also given man an ego (nafs al-ammarah,

12:53), which is a handicap, in one sense, but if properly controlled,

it can also be the basis, with God’s Grace, for man’s higher poten-

tial station than that of even the angels. 

The essence of the present model of Islamic Humanism is that

man’s divinely-ordained purpose in life, as an individual, is to culti-

vate the five special divine gifts in order to perform his two specif-

ic responsibilities, and in the process, to control his ego which

always tries to mislead him from his real purpose. This is the

process of attaining one’s fullest potential. Cultivation and use of

one’s intellect, disciplined free choice (disciplined, because, with

free will always goes accountability to God), speech (and, by exten-

sion, all means of communication) and spirituality are, thus, among

man’s most fundamental religious  obligations. They are also his

God-given rights, to be respected by all.  This is the basis of plural-

ism as a religious value in Islam.  The dual responsibility of Man,

first to God, and then to his neighbor, is also part of the broader

Abrahamic tradition. The word ‘testament’ also means covenant.
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MAN’S RESPONSIBILITIESALLAH’S PROMISE (Special Gifts)

1. Intellect (‘Aql)
2. Free Will (with accountability)
3. Speech/Communication
4. Spirit (Ruh)
5. Divine Guidance

THE ESSENCE OF THE PRESENT MODEL OF ISLAMIC HUMANISM

-  Cultivation of Allah’s special gifts (tools), and
-  Their application to execute the two responsibilities of man, while
-  Resisting the one handicap

‘ABD ALLAH
KHALIFA

MAN’S SPECIAL HANDICAP

EGO

COVENANT
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The Bible says: "Love the Lord, your God, with all your soul, with all

your mind (‘abd Allah).  That is the greatest commandment.  It

comes first.  The second is like it: love your neighbor as yourself

(khalifah)." (Matthew 22:37-39; parentheses added).

Man’s spirit and the divine guidance which comes through it, of

course, have elements of divinity.  What gives the other three gifts

(intellect, free will, speech) also an element of divinity (the fitrah of

Allah) is that they are reflections of the corresponding attributes of

Allah, viz., ‘Aql al-Kull (Universal Intellect or Noor of Allah), Irada (the

Supreme Will of Allah), and the Word of Allah, respectively.  These

gifts can be cultivated virtually without limit (and this is true only for

man of all members of Creation).  In practice, therefore, the intel-

lect of man, for example, is always partially developed and, hence,

fallible.  In cognizance of this, one must always maintain the humil-

ity to suspect every decision of the intellect, and seek its confir-

mation by turning inwards to the conscience (the critical soul or nafs
al-lawwamah [75:2]).  It is then up to the free will to be resolute in

implementing this joint decision of intellect and conscience.  Man’s

conscience, which gives him his sense of morality (right and

wrong), is one aspect of his spirituality; the other aspect of spiritu-

ality is his capacity for faith, love and compassion, and kindness and

generosity towards his fellow beings.  Thus, our spirit (ruh) is the

basis, both for our conscience and for our capacity for faith and

love.  The process of constantly turning inwards to seek divine guid-

ance is, thus, not only one of balancing intellect and faith, but also

a way of balancing the zahir and the batin.  Thus, man must strive

to maintain this balance, not only in performing his two responsi-

bilities under the Covenant, but also in the balanced use of the

special gifts.

Intellect, free will and speech may easily be misused or abused

(when one falls prey to the guiles of the ego, rather than listening

to one’s conscience); the last two gifts (spirit and divine guidance)

are there to guide man to stay on the right track, on Sirat al-
Mustaquim.  The spirit is the conduit through which divine guidance

is received.  However, the acts, first of seeking its participation and

then of abiding by its guidance, are up to man’s free choice.  Such

conscious involvement of our spirituality in every decision and act

is a central means of balancing the zahir with the batin.  Another

way to promote such balance is through the practice of zikr (con-

stant remembrance of Allah).  This is the way of the Sufi.

The above model defines the purpose of our being, the tools at

our disposal with which to meet that purpose, a major handicap to

overcome, and the exalted destination of the journey.  It provides a

simple and practical framework for delineating what is of essence

in governing our individual lives from all else that is relative clutter.

The five special gifts are not only precisely the ones needed for

material success in the meritocratic West, but also for spiritual bal-

ance.  Islamic Humanism is an effective framework for assimilating

Western culture selectively without damage to our religious her-

itage and it is consistent with the dynamic nature of the Ismaili

practice of Islam.  It is also consistent with the kind of path to a lib-

eral, rational and pluralistic interpretation of Islam, which can bring

the entire Ummah into the mainstream of modern life without

in the least betraying the fundamental tenets of our faith. 

The activities of the Aga Khan Development Network are excel-

lent examples of Islamic Humanism in practice at the institutional

level, both quantitatively (contributing to balanced human develop-

ment in its multiple dimensions, e.g., economic, social/education-

al, and cultural) and qualitatively (according to the principles, values

and ethics of Islam).  In the same way, at the individual level, we

must cultivate and practice Islamic Humanism through holistic and

balanced human development (physical, social, personal, intellec-

tual-language, cultural and spiritual) in consistency with the values

and ethics of Islam.  In so doing, we can lend support to our

beloved Imam, in his efforts aimed at cultivating our development

to the fullest potential, while at the same time projecting an appro-

priate and accurate image of Islam (our heritage) on the West (our

environment). This is also how we can be effective ambassadors of

Islam in the West, at this very critical time that begs for greater

understanding of, and familiarity with, Islam. 

1 See, for example, P. Kurtz: The Humanist Alternative,

Pemberton Books, London (1973); and, L.H. Schultz: 

“Introduction to Modern Humanism”,

http://www.suite101.com/article.cfm/15225/74360, (2001).

Many Muslims feel that what is needed, in place of
authoritarian regimes and Islamist movements, is an
appropriate opening up of Muslim societies to toler-
ance of dissent, to religious, political and cultural
pluralism, and to women’s rights and civil liberties.
The Qur’an readily supports such an ethic of equality,
diversity and tolerance (Holy Qur’an 2:62, 5:51),
which were hallmarks of Islamic society under the
Prophet (pbuh), and which have been championed
also by both Imam Sultan Mohamed Shah and
Mawlana Hazar Imam.


